
 



EVENT SCHEDULE 
 

Day 1 (February 16th, 2023) 

Sr. No. Event Name Round Time Venue 

1. 
All for Sale                 

(Advertisement Game) 

Round 1 11.00 am - 11.30 am MBA CR5 

Round 2 12.30 pm - 1.50 pm LAWN 

2. 
Hatch Your Idea!                      

(Start-up Competition) 

Round 1 11.00 am - 12.00 pm MBA CR4 

Round 2 12.00 pm - 1.30 pm MBA CR4 

3. 
Fund Ka Funda                  

(Portfolio Management Game) 

Elimination 11.00 am - 11.30 am MBA CR1 

Final 1.00 pm - 2.30 pm MBA LAB 

4. 
Intelligentia                       

(Computer Quiz) 

Elimination 11.00 am - 11.45 am MCA CR1, CR2 

Final 12.15 pm - 1.00 pm MCA CR1 

5. 
Magnanimation              

(Multimedia Animation) 
Final 2.00 pm - 3.30 pm MCA LAB 

6. 
Sur aur Saaz                   
(Antakshari) 

Elimination 12.30 pm - 1.30 pm MBA CR1, CR2 

Final 2.00 pm - 3.45 pm LAWN 

7. 
Gamiacs                              

(LAN Gaming) 
 11.00 am - 3.30 pm MCA LAB 

8. 
Foot-Loose                      

(Free Style Solo / Group Dance) 
 4:00 pm to 6:00 pm LAWN 

 

Day 2 (February 17th, 2023) 

Sr. No. Event Name Round Time Venue 

1. 
#THINKinaBLINK                

(Logical & Team Building Game) 

Elimination 11.00 am - 11.30 am  MBA CR - 4 

Final 12.15 pm - 1.00 pm LAWN 

2. 
inQUIZzitive!                     

(Business Quiz) 

Elimination 1.00 pm - 2.00 pm MBA CR1, CR2 

Final 2.15 pm - 3.15 pm MBA CR 1 

3. Mr. & Ms. Siraaj 2023 
Round 1 2.00 pm - 2.45 pm LAWN 

Round 2 2.45 pm - 3.30 pm LAWN 

4. 
Dhundhte Reh Jaoge            

(Treasure Hunt)   

Elimination 10.00 am - 10.30 am LAWN 

Final 10.30 am - 12.30 pm MBA CR - 5 

5. Tecno-Bug (Software Debugging) Final 2.00 pm - 3.30 pm MCA CR1, CR2 

6. 
Web Tecnocrats                          

(Web Development) 
Final 11.00 am - 1.00 pm MCA LAB 

7. 
Gamiacs                              

(LAN Gaming) 
 10.00 am - 3.30 pm MCA LAB 

8. 
X'pression                             

(Fashion Show) 
 3:30 pm to 6:00 pm LAWN 

 



 
 

General Rules 
 

1) Registration can be done through e-mail or through online form. On the spot registration will 

also be allowed for all the events. 

2) Each participant has to carry I-Card at the time of registration. 

3) Participants have to report at least half an hour before the scheduled time of the event. 

4) Judges decisions will be final and binding in all the events. Any dispute will be resolved by 

event in-charge of our Institute. 

5) Prizes will be given to winning team and first runner-up team in each event. 

6) Any clarification regarding the rules of any event has to be made before the event starts. No 

interference in between will be allowed. 

7) Venue for all the events will be at S. K. Patel Institute of Management and Computer Studies 

Campus, Gandhinagar. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



EVENTS ON DAY 1 (FEBRUARY 16, 2023) 

 

All for Sale (Advertising Game) 

 Maximum number of participants per team: 5 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute 

 There are two rounds:  

Round 1:  

 All the teams will be given the product at the beginning of the event. 

 The teams will be given 1 hour for preparation of Round 2. 

Round 2:  

 TV Commercial (skit): For the TV Commercial (Role-play): time limit is 10 minutes 

including preparation 

 Radio Jingle: maximum time limit is 1 minute. 

 All entries will be judged based on Creativity, Clarity, Originality, etc. 

 

 

Hatch Your Idea! (Start-up Competition)  

 Maximum number of participants per team: 4 

Round 1: 

 Participants will be given 2 minutes time to present an abstract of their idea/concept/product. 

 There will be Elimination round if required. 

Round 2: 

 Each team will get 10 minutes time for presenting their idea/concept/product on the day of 

competition. 

 Participants can use models, equipments and tools to demonstrate their idea/concept/product 

while making presentation. All such required things will have to be managed by participants 

on their own.  

 A presentation on New Idea / Concept / Product should cover the following topics: Problems/ 

Opportunity Discussion, Defining Idea, Product / Idea Specification, Features, Product 

Application and Benefits, Market Potential and Impact. etc.  

 Presentation will be followed by question-answer session.  

 All entries will be judged based on: Creativity, Clarity, Originality, Potential, Feasibility, etc.  

 



 

 

Fund Ka Funda (Portfolio Management Game)  

 Maximum number of participants per team: 2 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 If the number of participating teams is more than 5, the game will have two rounds. 

Elimination round:  

 In elimination round, “Investment Management” awareness test will be conducted (MCQ – 30 

Questions, Time Allotted - 30 minutes) and 5 teams will be selected to play the Final round. 

Final Round:  

 The team will be asked to construct a portfolio by considering equity shares. 

 They will be given some amount of virtual money which they have to invest based on given 

equity shares. 

 Teams will be tested based on the generation of maximum profit. 

 Time Allotted – Total 1.5 hour for analyzing and constructing the portfolio will be given. 

 

Intelligentia (Computer Quiz)  

 There can be maximum 3 participants in a team. 

 There will be 2 rounds – Elimination and Final. 

 If there are more than 10 teams then there will be a written test (MCQ) for Elimination round, 

else normal quiz procedure will be followed in Final round. The written test will cover 

questions from C, C++, HTML, Python, PHP and Core Java. 

 Topics covered will be pertaining to Computer Science and IT subject. 

 Time Duration for Elimination Round is 40 minutes and Final Round is 30 minutes. Total 

Time Duration of event is 90 minutes. 

 

Magnanimation (Multimedia Animation)  

 There can be maximum 2 participants in a team. 

 One computer system will be provided per team. 

 Topic will be given on the spot.  

 Tool to be used: Adobe Photoshop CS5 (Portable). 

 Total time duration of event is 90 minutes.  

 



 

 

Sur aur Saaz (Antakshari)   

 Number of participants per team: 3 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 Elimination round will be conducted if there will be more than 5 teams. 

 Details of rounds will be announced at the time of the event 

 

Gamiacs (LAN Gaming)  

 We are offering Counter Strike 1.6. 

 There should be maximum 5 participants in a team.  

 All members of the team should be from same college/institute. 

 Map is not fixed. Any map can be given. 

 Entries will be limited. On the spot registration is subject to condition. 

 Number of rounds depends on the number of teams.  

 

Foot-Loose (Free Style Solo / Group Dance)  

Solo Dance  

 Maximum number of participants per team:1 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 Participant has to perform a dance of his choice. The time limit for this round is 4minutes.  

 

Group Dance  

 Maximum number of participants per team: 3 to10 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 Teams can use different props to perform a dance of four minutes. The props will have to be 

brought by the participants themselves. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



EVENTS ON DAY 2 (FEBRUARY 17, 2023) 

 

#THINKinaBLINK( Logical and Team Building Game ) 

 Maximum number of participants per team: 4 

 Maximum Total teams that can participate in the event is 25 

 No limit on the number of teams that can participate from an institute 

 There will be two rounds in the game as under: 

Elimination Round: 

 Written test (Non-MCQ) based on reasoning and spontaneous thinking  

 Each question will be time bound and participants have to answer within that time 

 4 Teams will be selected for final round based on performance in the written test 

Final Round: 

 The teams will pick a chit to select the topic / theme 

 Teams will be provided material to build a model(s) depicting the topic / theme 

 Time Allotted — Total 25 minutes for ideation and execution 

 The team will be judged on the basis of out-of-the-box thinking, creativity and meticulous 

depiction of topic / theme 

 

InQUIZzitive! (Business Quiz)  

 Number of participants per team: 2 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 Elimination round will be conducted if there will be more than 5 teams. 

 Details of rounds will be announced at the time of the event.  

 

Mr. & Ms. Siraaj 2023 

 Maximum number of participants per team: 1 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute 

 Participants will have to go through two rounds. 

 Round 1 is talent round. Participant will be given 3 minutes for showing their talent. 

 Round 2 is question-answer round, where participants have to respond to judge’s questions. 

 

 



Dhundhte Reh Jaoge (Treasure Hunt)  

 Maximum number of participants per team: 4 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 Time period for the game will be 1 hour 30 minutes. 

 Maximum 25 teams will be allowed to participate on first cum first serve basis. Registration 

will be closed thereafter for Treasure Hunt. 

 There will be 2 rounds: Elimination Round and Final Round. 

Elimination Round:  

 The teams will be given 10 minutes to search a list of items. The first 8 teams which complete 

finding the list of items will go to the Final Round. 

Final Round:  

 The teams will be given 15 minutes to search for the list of items, given to them. The first 3 

teams reporting with ALL the collected items will be evaluated for the award. The team 

which has collected the maximum number of correct items will be chosen as the winner.  

 

 

Tecno-Bug (Software Debugging) 

 This is an individual participation event. 

 Participants will be given hard copies of program written in HTML, Python, C#, Core PHP 

and Core Java. 

 Participants have to find the bugs from the programs. 

 Time to find bugs from the program is 60 minutes.  

 

 

Web Tecnocrats (Web App Development)  

 There can be maximum 2 participants in a team.  

 Topics will be given on the spot. 

 Participants have to design Web Pages with their own creativity based on the given topic. 

 Technology: WordPress, core PHP, HTML, CSS, JQuery, JavaScript.  

 Tools: Photoshop, Notepad++ 

 Total Time Duration of event is 90 minutes. 

 

 



Gamiacs (LAN Gaming)  

 We are offering Counter Strike 1.6. 

 There should be maximum 5 participants in a team.  

 All members of the team should be from the same college/institute. 

 Map is not fixed. Any map can be given. 

 Entries will be limited. On-the-spot registration is subject to conditions. 

 Number of rounds depends on the number of teams. 

 

X'pression (Fashion Show)  

 Number of participants per team: 10 to15 

 No limit to the number of teams that can participate from each institute. 

 The participants are free to select a theme of their choice, and describe the theme if needed in 

the background. 

 Synopsis /1-page write-up needs to be submitted to the judges before the start of the event. 

 The team must prepare its sequences around the theme. There will be 2 sequences with a total 

time of 20 minutes, including comparing and introduction. 

 The theme must be presented without props in sequence 1. 

 In sequence 2, the theme must be presented using different props. Props are to be arranged by 

the participating teams. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



For any queries contact: 

Event Name Facilitator Contact number 

All for Sale  
(Advertisement Game) 

Dr. Gincy Mathew 9512893587 

Hatch Your Idea  
(Start-up Competition) 

Dr. Krupa Mehta 9427692358 

Fund ka Funda 
(Stock Market Game) 

Dr. Sandhya Harkawat 9428595924 

Intelligentia 
(Computer Quiz) 

Ms. Nisha Patel 9574244334 

Magnanimation 
(Multimedia Animation) 

Dr. A. Stella 9427508502 

Sur aur Saaz 
(Antakshari) 

Prof. Kavan Rana 9427591325 

Think in a Blink  
(Logical & Team Building Game) 

Prof. Jaydeep Soni 8469677996 

DhundhteReh Jaoge 
(Treasure Hunt) 

Dr. Sonu Gupta 9574564837 

inQUIZzitive! 
(Business Quiz) 

Dr. Shweta Mehta 9429285933 

Mr. & Ms.Siraaj 2023 Dr. Vaidehi Shah 7096195095 

Techno-Bug  
(Software Debugging) 

Dr. A. Stella 9427508502 

Web Technocrats  
(Web Development) 

Ms. Nisha Patel 9574244334 

Gamiacs 
(LAN Gaming) 

Dr. Rakesh Bhatnagar 9898198203 

Foot Loose  
(Free Style Solo & Group Dance) 

Prof. Manisha Yadav 
Dr. Rakesh Bhatnagar 

9726728741 
9898198203 

X'pression 
(Fashion Show) 

Dr. Gincy Mathew  
Dr. Rakesh Bhatnagar 

9512893587 
9898198203 

 


